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ABSTRACT
Review paper regarding the joint venture and their organisational structure where the organisations wish to established
and operate combineconstruction activities. The JVC, differs from a partnership. JV will have a different legal contract
and also it will have the limited duration. Joint venture makes ease in term of goal fulfilment to construction
organisations. It will offergood opportunity to combine and understand the different the complementary
skillsofcompetencies of participating entities. Joint venture can offer options like risk reduction, sources of finance,
access to market. The impact of the capital markets on public-private partnerships and examination of it medium term
use.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays most of the construction industry prefer to carry out construction work in jointly operated firms
commonly term as Joint Venture. Joint is very distinct from partnership, in joint venture two or more parties
will have legal agreements to carry out their work along with some boundaries and time limits.Joint venture
makes ease in achieving infrastructure construction goals faster. It also offers a chance to combine and utilise
two different competent in markets and their skills. Nowadays construction industry are going through an
economic downturn in such condition joint venture can be effective means for threat minimisation, and
solution against finance raising in large projects. Tough it may have certain problems between two entities
like lack of trust and absence of leadership which could be further reduced by organising few joint exercise
and seminar.

JOINT VENTURE
Kale V. V.+3 describe joint venture as contract or tie up between two or more enterprise willing to achieve a
common goal or to earn profit, in which least one entity wish to work as an operating entity for more profit
oriented business for large duration. Commonly profit is distributed among the participating entities according
to their role and contribution in the construction activities.

Author mentions following types of joint venture:

 Integrated joint venture:In such types of joint ventureentities share both profit and loss occurred during
project duration. Tough these JV needs strong and lengthy relations between parties but not suitable for
complex type projects. Distribution of profit is as equal as share in capital input.

 Non-Integrated Joint venture: In such types of JV entities are not partners but act as contractors on
project site. Entities individually does not gets affected by the profit, losses and threats involved in
project. It is best suited for the projects which can be divided into different types of work.

 Combined joint venture:It is just the integration of above two JV types. It combines the salient features
of both types of JV. It means that individually have to take care of threats, profit and losses occurring
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during tie up period. But the partners also commit to have share in preliminaries. And best suited for huge
and complicated projects.

 Equity joint venture:new corporate firm is opened by minimum two no of parties by investing equal
amount of capital which may be man power, credits, or resources. The capital amount is generally shared
equally by participants which may be further transfer to some other party.

 Contractual joint venture:Unlike the equity joint venture there is no equally distribution between
parties. All the rights and liabilities related to third party is as per contract document. This is quiet time
consuming process as all negotiations terms and conditions are to be decided prior to work.

Author also mentions reasons for formation of joint venture:

Joint venture are generally formed for the completion of big and complicated projects; hence, it not easy to
form a healthy tie up between two organisations. As it requires to justify role of each organisation before
staring the work in order to have less complications and misunderstanding between two parties. Two have tie
up for any project both entities should be willingly participating in the joint venture and should be having very
strong reason to participating joint venture.

Formation of JV leads due following reasons:

 Technology transfer: Construction project are very large and involves number of complex events. For
fast completion of project it requires to have automation and technology back. Construction equipment’s
are costly and uneconomical for non-repetitive type of project. Hence it requires to have a tie up with such
firms which has these technology and could contribute in project willingly having their share.

 Sharing political risk:This takes place during when the project is likely to be affected by the political
issues in vicinity. This is generally adopted for international projects in which the international company
needs to tie up with local reputed entity for political safety.

 Sharing of commercial risk:As construction project involves huge investment of capital for much longer
period. Hence it requires to have one of the partner which could invest considerable capital in project in
order to have less risk. As the duration of investment is too long market economy can be get fluctuated to
affect project.

 Competition strategy:It happens generally for the big project where the number of entities are very less
and project demands involvement of specialised and well experienced management. Hence as result of
above demands entities go for the joint venture in order to carry out project. It may also formed by large
entities with the intension of forcing out the other entities out of markets and also helps in maintaining
price margin.

 Other reasons:Following reasons may also trigger to form joint venture viz;
Two contractors can together carry out project which is individually beyond their capacity. Secondly, two
contractors in different fields can together execute the same project with proper coordination. Third that any
foreigner contractor can tie up with local contractor to minimise political and market risk.
Following are the steps to make joint venture successful:
 Properly study the contract document along with threats and possible probabilities.
 When firstly tying up with any new organisation tie up for small project in order to know partner well.
 Tie up with organisations which would have similar culture and work order.
 Organisation should fit in framework of each other.
 Tie up should be legal between organisations.
 Goals of organisations should be similar to partners
 Joint venture should have authority to modify on project site as per on site requirement.
 Joint venture should have its own time limitand review shall be updated time to time

Advantages of joint venture:
Increased involvement of government in the private sector environment has given rise to more opportunities
for organisations to engage in local and joint ventures abroad, although they have some legal boundaries
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regarding their activities and its location. Moreover, many more companies are participating themselves in
joint ventures, and the intention is to increase their participation, tough the advantages are more than the
disadvantage. Some of advantages are as mention:

 Joint venture offers large finance they are suitable for large projects.

 They distribute the risk within the partners.

 Different parties to joint venture bring different kinds of skills liketechnology, human skills, technical
skills, marketing skills which will help in planning, time reduction and quality improvement.

 Joint venture make larger project easy and possible.

 Joint venture provides enthusiasm due to combined efforts of varied parties.

Disadvantages of joint venture

 Joint venture is not only coordination of two companies but also collaboration of staff from various
culture, attitude, so due improper communication disputes may take place which result in failure of joint
venture.

 Due to involvement of number of parties decision making process is slowdown.

 Failure chance of joint venture is increased due to two market competitors and environment change
regarding workplace.

PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP (PPP):
Mr M Regan +2 authors describes the impact of capital market condition And it’s alternative finance
mechanism for Australian infrastructure projects. Some of the developed economies developed this public
private partnership in late 1990’s. These terms are usually used to describe the modes of service delivery
between incorporations of project risk finance & management transfer of contract. Some of the developing
countries adopt construction contracts into Built Transfer (BT), Operating Contracts(OT) these may form
when initial capital is high for project.

Public-Private Partnership and Capital Markets:
Bailouts of privately own financial institution because of sudden fall in stock price this also results in
instability in international capital markets. This results in down turn of security prices assets based lending
and unaccepted rise in lender spreads for corporate projects. Public Private Partnership in provided by
financial institute to contractors. In most of the PPP models government does not provides any financial
support to the construction industry or revenue guarantee from the particular project. Minimum A-A rated
government agency is required for counterparty payment agreement. Tough the market risk for the project
completely relay on the cash flow generated by project. Companies listed in PPP are not secured against
mergers and acquisition, refinancing risk, movement in exchange rates, high credit spreads. These companies
may also subject to distress premium. Low price elasticity is indispensable feature although recent survey has
suggested that assets group may be exceptional. Toll for road is best suited for the large capital investment
recoverywhich lowered sponsored weight cost on capital and improves equity returns. Various PPP toll road
initial public offerings ensured security structure and high securities deposit compared to other capital
incentives. PPP’s are long term investments and early stage support error does not conclude that project is not
feasible. Some of the few direct investments are listed on capital markets tough there is indirect investment by
public fund manager and institution.

Debt Capital:
Long term project finance for infrastructure project by many unlisted companies is generally adopted by debt
financing and bond issue. However listed PPP’s adopt medium term bank loan issue of bond on private
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placement with institutional investors and fund managers. In the countries like United Kingdom (UK) and
Canada uses composite bond method which is based on project finance principle and high leverage. Such
financing methods provides opportunity to structure financial risk management into currency and pricing of
bond issue. The pricing of debt is determined by credit ratings for large projects.

PPP’s Capital Market Dependency:
Intermediation (Debt & Equity underwriting) financial risk management, credit ratings, credit enhancement
are the services used to disperse risk of PPP’s financial economics. Financial service provider are PPP’s
market drivers. Financial service provider’s withdrawal or selective participation from future bids combined
with hurdles to entry created by softer market condition may lead to some realignment of bid market.
Innovations such as stapled security, short term bonds, often create opportunity for frequent revaluation and
refinancing, credit enhancement & unit trust structure and create benefits for PPP’s. PPP’s are also dependent
on capital markets for:

Equity Capital: Sources like institutional investors, fund manager, private equity and banks are private
investor’s sources for unsecured capital for project.

Debt Capital: It is secured borrowing for PPP’s. Capital sources like long term bonds medium term bank loan,
project finance are suitable for high leverage PPP’s.

CONCLUSION:
As the construction project are huge and differ from one another place to place and time to time it require
huge capital investment and also has high risk. As the solution of both Joint venture and public private
partnership are the best suited solution for minimizing risk of capital investment and failure of project. There
should be good understanding of JV and PPP to effective implementations for construction work.
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